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Question No: 1  

Where in RTSM can you create views that represent your business services?  

 

A. Modeling Studio  

 

B. IT Universe Manager  

 

C. CI Type manager  

 

D. Enrichment Manager  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No: 2  

Which statement about Event Processing Customization is true?  

 

A. You can use EPI scripts to modify events in any of the EPI steps.  

 

B. You cannot choose the order in which EPI scripts execute within a single step.  

 

C. You can specify an event filter in order to restrict which events are processed by an EPI script.  

 

D. You can use EPI scripts to listen for event changes and execute the script based on an event change.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No: 3  

You import a content pack containing a role with permissions to an RTSM view, but that view does not 

exist in the RTSM. What is the expected outcome?  

 

A. The role does not get created.  

 

B. The role gets created. When the missing views are created, the role must be edited to grant 

permissions to them.  

 

C. The role gets created, but with no permissions for the missing views.  

 

D. The role gets created, and the view is also created.  
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Answer: B  

 

 

Question No: 4  

What is a functionality of the Data Processing Server? (Select two.)  

 

A. storing configuration item (CI) data  

 

B. running the Business Logic Engine  

 

C. controlling the Run-time Service Model (RTSM) service  

 

D. sending alerts and scheduling reports to the designated recipients  

 

E. receiving events from the data collectors  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

Question No: 5  

Which statement about configuring parameters in a management template is true?  

 

A. You can override the parameter value, but you cannot change its UI order.  

 

B. You can combine parameters only if their names are identical.  

 

C. Once you combine parameters, you cannot un-combine them.  

 

D. You can see which aspect defines each parameter.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No: 6  

Which Linux flavor is officially supported for the OMI server(s) installation? (Select two.)  

 

A. Oracle  

 

B. Ubuntu  

 

C. Debian  

 

D. RedHat  
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E. SuSE  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

Question No: 7  

For what is the LW-SSO InitString used?  

 

A. It forces users to provide their credentials when using UI cross-launch features.  

 

B. It verifies user roles when using UI cross-launch features.  

 

C. It enables Service Availability Management in OMi 10 for UI cross-launch features.  

 

D. It lets Users use UI cross-launch features without having to provide their credentials.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No: 8  

What are functionalities of the Gateway Server? (Select two.)  

 

A. controlling the Run-time Service Model (RTSM) service  

 

B. sending alerts and scheduled reports to the designated recipients  

 

C. running the Web Data Entry (WDE) process  

 

D. storing system-wide and management-related data  

 

E. running the OMi application  

 

Answer: C,E  

 

 

Question No: 9  

What is used to receive events in OMi 10.x from a 3rd party monitoring tool?  

 

A. an Event Processing Customization Script  

 

B. a Management Pack  

 

C. a Smart Plug-in  
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D. a BSM Connector  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No: 10 DRAG DROP  

Match the OMi Workspace page to its primary operator workflow.  

 

 

Answer:  

 

 

 

 

Question No: 11  

Which component enables the automatic monitoring deployment provided by Monitoring Automation?  

 

A. Operations Orchestration  

 

B. Management Pack  

 

C. Smart Plug-in  

 

D. Run Time Service Model  
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Answer: B  

 

 

Question No: 12  

Which statement about policy templates is true?  

 

A. You can define a maximum of 10 parameters in a policy.  

 

B. The rules in a policy are executed in a random order.  

 

C. All policy types are capable of generating events.  

 

D. You can associate instrumentation with a policy.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No: 13  

Which Monitoring Automation element(s) may be used to verify monitoring deployment?  

 

A. Node Configuration Report  

 

B. Assignments & Tuning GUI  

 

C. Inventory Report  

 

D. Assignment Report  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No: 14 DRAG DROP  

You are working with events. Put the phases of the OMi Operator Workflow in the suggested order.  
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